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Technical Data Sheet
Siloxane cream, patinated wax effect decoration for interiors/exteriors
This truly beautiful siloxane based glaze creates a colored decoration with a subtle, translucent patinated wax effect and the appearance of floating color.
VELÉ is specifically indicated to give a stylish and elegant effect finish to any wall, creating a washable, protective top coat that will offer high breathing
characteristics with a depth of color and a look of ageless charm.

INTENDED USE
Any normal, paintable interior or exterior wall surface, either Gypsum plaster based or rendered masonry

SURFACE TREATMENT
Ensure that the surface is clean, dry and sound. In case of old and powdery walls or in presence of weak paint, apply a coat of ADIFIX primer thinned as
specified and allow to dry. Using a short-pile roller, apply one or two base coats of FONDO UNIVERSALE thinned with 20-30% water and let dry for min- 5-6 hours before
applying the finish

COLOR
Add the specified quantity of
Adicolor TINTER to the VELÉ neutral base as indicated on the relative color chart (or create new colors to your liking).Stir in delicately until well blended.

APPLICATION
Dip the widest part of the special Velé glove in the glaze without over saturating. Gently rest the glove on the wall and apply the product, working in circular and
irregular movements. When necessary, re-dip the glove and resume the application at a distance of about 30-40 cm from where you left off, blending it in, to avoid excess
overlapping. If a two color application of Velé is desired, the second coat can be applied once the previous color is completely dry. This optional second coat will improve the
effect and produce a more intense tone. VELÉ can also be applied by brush, sponge or other tool over various coatings to attain personalized cloudy, stained or fantasy effects
to your liking.

THINNING
Ready to use.
For applications over Lime based coatings, thin the product with 30-40% water and apply preferably in 2 coats.

AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
Spread rate per coat: 15 to 20 m2/litre

DRYING TIME AT 25° C
2 to 3 hours min.
Recoat time: 5 to 6 hours

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1020 ± 20 g/l

VISCOSITY
(Brookfield 20°C): 5500 to 6500 mPa.s

ADVICES
Do not apply with air and surface temperature below 5°C and above 28°C.
Protect from freezing.

V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
Cat. L BA - Direttive 2004/42/CE - Val Max.: 200 g/l - Val Eff.: 62 g/l

Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty. Adicolor reserves the right to
modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.

